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1. INTRODUCTION
After the Treaty of Trianon, the peace agreement that was signed on 4th of June 1920 to
formally end World War I., a number of newly established countries gained control of territories,
that were part of the Kingdom of Hungary before 1920. As a logical consequence, a huge amount
of Hungarian citizens stayed outside the borders of their homeland. This is one of the key things to
understand before doing any Jewish genealogical research in this area, especially in the years
around the Treaty of Trianon. Map number 1 shows the dissolution of Kingdom of Hungary and
also gives the names of the successor states (Ausztria=Austria, Csehslovákia=Czechslovak
Republik,

Szlovákia=Slovakia,

Ukrajna=Ukraine,

Lengyelország=Poland,

Románia=Romania,

Szovjetunio=Soviet

Jugoszlávia=Yugoslavia,

Union,

Horvátország=Croatia,

Olaszország=Italy, Szlóvenia=Slovenia).
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2. HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
After the signing of the Treaty, Hungary lost approximately 2/3 of its territory and a similar
amount of people. Around 3,3 million Hungarians have stayed outside the borders of their
homeland and found themselves in totally new circumstances. The countries that had territorial and
population gains from the dissolution of the Hungarian part of the Austro-Hungarian Empire were
Kingdom of Romania, Czechoslovak Republic, Kingdom of Serbs, Croats and Slovenes, and
Austria. Nowadays, the places that were part of the Kingdom of Hungary before 1920, represent
parts of Austria, Slovakia, Romania, Ukraine, Slovenia, Croatia and Serbia. Because of many
political and border changes in the 20th century in this region, those place scan now be understood
as twilight zones, that are specifically tough to understand for beginner, but also intermediate
genealogists. In this presentation, the presenter will show the main sources for genealogical
research in each of those countries, as each of them is very specific. Also, the main obstacles and
difficulties in each of those countries are going to be presented and they can serve as a very useful
information for anyone doing genealogical research there.
3. AUSTRIA
After the signing of the Treaty of Trianon, Austria gained control of the territory, nowadays
known as Burgenland (hun. Őrvidék), the easternmost part of Austria. Many settlements with a
significant Jewish population, that were before 1920 part of Kingdom of Hungary, were now part
of Austria. Just to name some towns: Eisenstadt (hun. Kismarton), Mattersburg (hun. Nagymarton),
Güssing (hun. Németujvár) and Stadtschlaining (hun. Városszalonak). Based on the 1910 census,
around 26.225 Hungarians stayed outside of the motherland. Under the assumption, that around
5% of the Hungarian population around 1910 was Jewish, this means around 1.300 Jews lived in
the area in that period.
4. SLOVAKIA
Based on the same census, around 880.000 Hungarian lived in Slovakia after the Treaty of
Trianon. A number of Hungarian counties became part of Czechoslovak and later Slovak Republic.
Based on the same assumption, around 44.000 Hungarian Jews lived in Czechoslovak Republic. A
number of big cities stayed outside the after 1920 territory of Hungary, just to mention few:
Bratislava (hun. Pozsony), Košice (hun. Kassa), Nitra (hun. Nyitra), Prešov (hun. Eperjes).

5. ROMANIA
As previously, the best source to get any statistical knowledge about Hungarian Jews in
Romania is the 1910 Census of Kingdom of Hungary. In the same census, around 1.660.000
inhabitants wrote Hungarian as their first language, meaning that somewhat around 80.000
Hungarian Jews lived in the area, based again on the assumption that around 5% of the population
was Jewish. The area that was after 1920 part of Romania is called Transylvania (hun. Erdély), and
a number of cities that had a significant Jewish population can be found here. Among them Oradea
(hun. Nagyvárad), Arad (hun. Arad), Satu Mare (hun. Szatmárnémeti), Baia Mare (hun.
Nagybánya), and Timisoara (hun. Temésvár).
6. UKRAINE
The westernmost part of nowadays Ukraine, called Zakarpattia Oblast, was part of Kingdom
of Hungary prior to 1920. Based on the population census, 185.000 Hungarians lived there, giving
us the number of around 9.250 Hungarian Jews in the region around 1910. Again, a number of big
cities are found in the region, from Mukacheve (hun. Munkács) and Uzhgorod (hun. Ungvár) to
Berehovo (hun. Beregszász).
7. SLOVENIA
The easternmost region of nowadays Slovenia, called Prekmurje (hun. Murakőz), was part
of Kingdom of Hungary. Altogether around 1.000 Jews lived in the region, mostly in the bigger
towns like Lendava (hun. Alsólendva) and Murska Sobota (hun. Muraszombat)
8. CROATIA
Altogether around 11.000 Jews lived in the territory of Croatia, that belonged to Hungary
before 1920, most of them in the big cities like Zagreb (hun. Zágráb), Osijek (hun. Eszék), Varaždin
(hun. Varasd) and Čakovec (hun. Csáktornya).
9. SERBIA
Around 425.000 Hungarians were living in the Serbian part of the Kingdom of Serbians,
Croats and Slovenes after 1920, among them also around 21.000 Jews. They were living in the area
which was before the Treaty of Trianon part of the Bács-Bodrog County, mostly in the villages not
far from the newly established border between Kingdom of Serbs, Croats and Slovenes. Majority
of the Jews lived in the bigger cities, like Novi Sad (hun. Újvidék), Subotica (hun. Szabadka), Baja
(hun. Baja) and Sombor (hun. Zombor).

